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Abstract Many reliable distributed systems are consensusbased and typically operate under two modes: a fast normal mode in failure-free synchronous periods, and a slower
recovery mode following asynchrony and failures. A lot of
work has been devoted to optimize the normal mode, but little has focused on optimizing the recovery mode. This paper
seeks to understand whether the recovery mode is inherently
slower than the normal mode.
In particular, we consider consensus algorithms in the
round-based eventually synchronous model of [11], where
t out of n processes may fail by crashing, messages may
be lost, and the system may be asynchronous for arbitrarily
long, but eventually the system becomes synchronous and no
new failure occurs (we say that the system becomes stable).
For t ≥ n/3, we prove a lower bound of three rounds for
achieving a global decision whenever the system becomes
stable, and we contrast this with a bound of two rounds when
t < n/3. We then give matching algorithms for both t ≥ n/3
and t < n/3.

1 Introduction
1.1 Background and motivation
State machine replication [21,29] is the most popular technique for achieving software fault-tolerance in distributed
systems. With this approach, all replicas perform operations
that update the data in the same order, and thus remain mutually consistent. In order to agree upon the order of operations, a consensus algorithm [24] is often employed, where
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an instance of consensus is triggered for each user request or
group of user requests [22].
In a consensus algorithm, every process proposes a
value, and correct processes are required to eventually decide on one of the proposed values, so that no two correct
processes decide differently. It is well-known that consensus is not solvable in an asynchronous system even if only
one process can crash [14]. On the other hand, it is often
unrealistic to assume a completely synchronous system with
known time bounds by which all messages arrive. In practice, one can generally assume that the system may behave
asynchronously for an arbitrary period of time, but eventually satisfies some timing guarantees. Such system are called
eventually synchronous [11]. Partially synchronous models [11, 7] and asynchronous models enriched with failure
detectors [4] are frequently used to model eventually synchronous systems.
A run in an eventually synchronous system may begin
with an unbounded unstable period during which failures
may occur, no latency bounds are guaranteed to hold, and
the output of failure detectors can be arbitrary. However,
every run eventually enters a stable period, in which latency
bounds or guarantees on failure detector outputs do hold, and
during which there are no new failures. Many distributed algorithms and systems optimize for stable periods, running
a special (more costly) recovery mode algorithm upon recovery from unstable periods, and a normal mode algorithm
while stability lasts. This is true for replication schemes à
la Paxos [22, 30, 25]; transaction-based schemes such as [27,
12]; virtually synchronous group communication systems,
where the group membership algorithm is run in recovery
mode [3, 6, 1]; and also replication engines based on group
communication [18, 15, 2].
In this paper, we focus on the cost of the recovery mode.
We consider a round-based eventually synchronous model
that is close to the crash-stop basic round model in [11], and
we are interested in determining time-complexity bounds for
consensus algorithms in this model. Obviously, in unstable
periods, we cannot bound the number of rounds needed to
achieve a global decision (i.e., rounds needed for all correct
processes to decide), as this would contradict the FLP re-
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sult [14]. 1 We can, however, bound the number of rounds
needed to reach global decision in stable periods. Specifically, we consider how quickly a consensus algorithm can
decide after an arbitrarily long asynchronous failure-prone
period, i.e., the cost of recovery of a consensus algorithm
from asynchrony and failures. Note that if a system oscillates between unstable and stable periods, this cost of recovery also indicates how long a system has to remain stable in
order to guarantee that a consensus algorithm will be able to
decide.
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thus showing that our lower bound is tight. This is significantly faster than any previously suggested algorithm. This
algorithm also achieves the two-round lower bound in nice
runs.
Interestingly, in Section 6, we show that when t < n/3,
recovery mode is not more costly than the normal mode: we
give a consensus algorithm that tolerates t < n/3 crashes
and globally decides by round GSR(r) + 1 in every run r.
This suggests that mechanisms such as leases [25, 30] and
group membership [6], which often slow down the recovery
mode in order to expedite the normal mode, are not needed
when less than a third of the processes can crash.

1.2 Results and Contributions
We consider an eventually synchronous model in which
processes only fail by crashing, and the model ensures that in
every run r, there is an unknown round number GSR(r) ≥
1, (Global Stabilization Round of run r) such that only correct processes enter round GSR(r),2 and from that round
onwards, messages sent from correct processes to correct
processes are received in the same round in which they are
sent. (Any message sent before GSR(r) may be lost.) At
most t out of n processes may fail in any run. For example,
GSR(r) = 1 implies that all faulty processes crash before
starting round 1 in run r.
Our first result, presented in Section 4, is a lower bound
on recovery mode: we show that if t ≥ n/3, then every
consensus algorithm has a run r that requires at least three
rounds for global decision from round GSR(r) (i.e., some
process decides at or after round GSR(r) + 2), for any
value of GSR(r). Given the known tight lower bound of
two rounds on global decision in runs that are failure-free
and stable from the very beginning [19], (also called nice
runs), we get that there is an inherent overhead of one round
for recovering from failures in systems that can be asynchronous when t ≥ n/3. Intuitively, recovery in the eventually
synchronous model is more costly even after the system becomes stable, since an algorithm cannot know that the system has stabilized, and must account for the possibility that
processes from which messages do not arrive are in fact correct. Our lower bound is proven by examining a subset of
the runs in which each process receives at least n − t messages in each round. Thus, our lower bound also applies to
algorithms that wait for n − t messages in each round before starting a new round. (Note that algorithms that do not
overcome message loss may wait for n − t messages in each
round, but waiting for more messages may violate liveness,
as t processes may crash.)
In Section 5, we give a matching consensus algorithm
that globally decides by round GSR(r) + 2 in every run r,
1
The time-complexity metric considered in this paper is the number
of rounds required for all correct processes to decide (global decision).
The number of rounds required for all correct processes to halt (global
halting [8]) may be different.
2
Our definition of GSR differs from the definition of the Global
Stabilization Time (GST) in [11] in that, in the latter, processes may
fail after GST.

2 Related work
In the eventually synchronous model, any algorithm that
solves consensus also solves uniform consensus [17], a variant of consensus in which no two processes (whether correct
or faulty) are allowed to decide differently. Therefore, for
the rest of this paper, wherever we mention consensus, we
implicitly refer to its uniform version.
In the synchronous model, the tight bound on the number of rounds for global decision of a uniform consensus
algorithm is t + 1 [13,5]. But in the eventually synchronous
model, there obviously cannot be any bound on the number
of rounds for decision, since the system can be asynchronous arbitrarily long. We can, however, bound the number
of rounds needed to reach a global decision in stable periods. In [19], it has been suggested to investigate the bound
in nice runs of eventually synchronous systems, i.e., those
runs that are failure-free and stable from the very beginning.
It was shown that the tight bound in such runs is two rounds.
Next, consider synchronous runs in which all crashes are
initial, i.e., any process that crashes, crashes before starting
round 1. (In our model, this corresponds to the a run r in
which GSR(r) = 1.) First of all, let us examine the synchronous model. We observe that a simple adaptation of the synchronous consensus algorithm of [23] gives a synchronous
uniform consensus algorithm that globally decides in two
rounds in every run where all failures are initial. Our lower
bound shows that the same performance cannot be achieved
in the eventually synchronous model if t ≥ n/3: in this
case, every algorithm has some run r with GSR(r) = 1 in
which global decision requires three rounds. Thus, our lower
bound highlights an inherent difference in time complexity
between uniform consensus algorithms for the synchronous
model and ones for the eventually synchronous model.
Finally, let us examine recovery from arbitrary periods of
asynchrony and failures. The original DLS [11] consensus
algorithm for the eventually synchronous model progresses
in phases and uses the rotating coordinator approach. Each
phase k consists of four rounds, 4k − 3 to 4k , and is coordinated by a predefined process. There are runs r in which
DLS globally decides only at round GSR(r) + 2 + 4(t + 1):
GSR(r) might occur in the second round of a phase and thus
“waste” that phase, and the next t phases may be wasted
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if they are coordinated by faulty processes. In general, all
rotating coordinator algorithms are prone to recovery times
linear in t.
Leader-based algorithms can recover from failures faster
than rotating-coordinator ones. Roughly speaking, after
GSR(r), the phases with faulty coordinators may be prevented if processes elect a leader to coordinate each phase
instead of relying on a predefined coordinator [22, 26, 9].
However, to the best of our knowledge, no previously suggested algorithm meets our bound of three rounds. For example, in Paxos [22], decision can take up to five rounds
after GSR(r). More specifically, after a leader fails, three
rounds are needed in order to elect a new leader, and then it
takes two additional rounds for the leader to achieve consensus. Intuitively, our algorithm achieves the optimal recovery
time by running the normal and recovery modes simultaneously.
The leader-based algorithms in [26,9] require that
processes receive at least n − t messages in every round,
whereas in our model, any number of messages may be lost
before GSR(r)3 . This difference is significant in the presence of asynchrony even if there is no message loss, as it
may require processes to wait arbitrarily long (for n − t
messages) before moving to the next round. This condition does not allow processes to locally advance rounds
based only on their clocks. Thus, even if processes’ clocks
are perfectly synchronized, during periods of asynchrony, a
group of fast processes may advance an unbounded number of rounds without reaching decision, while some correct processes may lag behind. In such cases, once synchrony is re-established and the fast processes begin to execute GSR(r), the processes lagging behind may have to execute an unbounded number of rounds (and send and await
an unbounded number of messages) in order to catch up.
Thus, these protocols have unbounded recovery times. In
contrast, if, as in this paper, arbitrary message loss is allowed, then each process can advance rounds according to
its local clock, and once all clocks are synchronized (after
GSR(r)), all process can execute the same round without
delay. Moreover, the algorithm in [9] globally decides by
round GSR(r) + 3, not GSR(r) + 2, and the leader-based
algorithm of [26] does not achieve the 2-round failure-free
lower bound.
In an earlier paper [10], we have considered a slightly
different eventually synchronous model, and studied the
complexity of consensus algorithms in synchronous runs
with failures. We have shown that in runs that are synchronous from the beginning, t + 2 is a tight lower bound on
the number of rounds for consensus. However, unlike this
paper, [10] did not study algorithm complexity in failurefree stable periods that follow unstable (asynchronous and
failure-prone) ones, and did not present a protocol that
quickly recovers from asynchrony as we do here. The lower
bounds presented herein neither imply nor are implied by
3
Note that our lower bound proof covers such algorithms as well,
because it is restricted to runs in which each process receives n − t
messages.
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those in [10]. Furthermore, the t + 2 lower bound of [10]
holds for any t ≥ 1, whereas the lower bounds shown in this
paper distinguish the cases t ≥ n/3 and t < n/3.

3 Model and Problem Definition
3.1 The eventually synchronous model
We consider a distributed system consisting of a set of n ≥ 3
processes, denoted by Π = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pn }. Every ordered
pair of process communicate by message-passing using a
communication channel that does not create, duplicate, or
alter messages. A communication channel is a set consisting
of messages that have been sent but not yet received. Each
channel is associated with a single sender and a single destination.
A distributed algorithm A is a collection of deterministic automata, where Ap is the automaton assigned to process
p. Each automaton has an initial state. A computation proceeds in rounds of message-exchange. Rounds are identified
by round numbers that start from 1. At each process, a round
consists of three sub-rounds: send, receive, and computation.
A sub-round, in turn, consists of an atomic step. A step at p
atomically does the following: (1) removes a set of messages
M (possibly ∅) from some channels, (2) applies M and the
current state stp of p to Ap , which outputs a new state st0p
and a set of messages to be sent, and then (3) updates the
state of p to be st0p and puts the output messages in respective channels. In particular, a step of a send sub-round puts
n messages in the n channels going out from pi . In a step
of a receive sub-round, a process receives some messages
but does not send any message. In steps of a computation
sub-round, each process computes the messages for the next
round, but does not send or receive messages.
Given an algorithm A, a run of A is an infinite sequence
of sub-rounds of processes such that (1) initially, all channels are empty and every Ap is in its initial state; (2) for
each message set M received in a step at a process p, and
for every message m ∈ M , the appropriate channel contains m immediately before that step is taken; (3) all steps
involving process p are transitions of the state machine Ap ;
(4) process p executes a sub-round of a round only after executing all lower rounds; and (5) inside a round, sub-rounds
are executed in the following order: send, receive, and compute. (Sub-rounds of different processes, possibly at different rounds, may be interleaved.)
In every run, at most a threshold t of the processes may
fail by crashing: if some process pi does not take the assigned steps in some sub-round of a run r, then we say that
pi is faulty in r, and pi does not take any subsequent steps.
A process that does not fail in a run r is correct in that run.
If pi takes some steps in round k but does not take any step
in round k + 1, then we say that pi crashes in round k . If pi
does not take any step in round 1, then we say that pi crashes
in round 0, or crashes initially. A process enters round k if
it takes at least one step in round k , and a process completes
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at process pi
{initialize local variables}
1: k ← 0; initialize()
2: while true do
3:
k ←k+1
4:
for j = 1 to n do: send round k message to pj
5:
receive messages
6:
compute()
{compute round k + 1 messages}
Fig. 1 A generic algorithm in the eventually synchronous model.

round k if it takes all assigned steps in round k . Note that
according to our terminology, a process pi may complete
round k but still crash in round k if it takes all assigned steps
in round k but does not take any steps in round k + 1; in this
case, we say that pi crashes at the end of round k . A round
k message of process pi is a message sent by pi in round k .
We say that a message m is lost in run r if m is sent but not
received in run r.
The eventually synchronous model ensures that the following properties hold in each run r: (1) self delivery: in
every round, each non-crashed process receives the message
from itself; and (2) eventual synchrony: there is an unknown
but finite round number GSR(r) such that every process that
enters round GSR(r) is a correct process, and in every round
k ≥ GSR(r), each correct process receives a round k message from every correct process.
Observe that any message sent before GSR(r) may be
lost, except by its sender. Also note that GSR(r) = 1 does
not imply that run r is failure-free: it only implies that every
process that crashes in r, crashes initially. A run r is called
a nice run if no process crashes in r and GSR(r) = 1.
A generic algorithm (modified from [16]) in the eventually
synchronous model is shown in Figure 1. A specific algorithm simply describes the initial state assigned in line 1 and
the local computation done in line 6.

3.2 Consensus algorithms
In a consensus algorithm, we assume that every process p
is provided with two local variables: a read-only variable
propp and a write-once variable decp . In every run r, propp
is initialized to some value v 6= ⊥, (we say that p proposes v
in r), and decp is initialized to ⊥. We say that p decides d in
r if p writes d 6= ⊥ to decp in some step of r. Every run r of a
consensus algorithm satisfies the following three properties:
(a) (validity) if a process decides v then some process has
proposed v , (b) ((uniform) agreement) no two processes decide differently4 , and (c) (termination) every correct process
eventually decides.
Consider any consensus algorithm A in the eventually
synchronous model. We say that a process p decides in round
k of a run of A if p writes a value to decp in a step of round k
4
Recall that, from [17], every consensus algorithm in the eventually
synchronous model also solves uniform consensus. Since this paper
focuses on the eventually synchronous model, we consider the uniform
variant of consensus.
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of that run. We say that a run of A achieves global decision at
round k if (1) every process that decides in that run decides
at round k or at a lower round; and (2) at least one process
decides at round k .

4 The Lower Bound
In this section, we give a lower bound on the number of
rounds for achieving global decision in the eventually synchronous model. In order to strengthen our lower bound, we
consider a subset of the runs of the eventually synchronous
model satisfying the following two properties: (1) communication closed rounds: every message that is sent in a round,
and is not received in the same round, is lost and (2) in every
round k , each process that completes round k , receives at
least n−t round k messages. (Note that we assume these additional properties only for the sake of broadening the scope
of our lower bound. The algorithms we present in the ensuing sections do not rely on these properties.)
In addition, since we are concerned with proving a lower
bound, without loss of generality, we assume algorithms to
be (1) full-information, i.e., a message includes the entire
state of the sender, and the state of a process includes all
previous steps of the process, (which in turn includes all received messages), and (2) binary, i.e., the proposal values
are restricted to 0 and 1.
Definitions and Notation
Consider a run r of a consensus algorithm A. The round
k configuration of r is an ordered n-tuple where element j
contains the state of pj at the end of round k in r. (A round
0 configuration, or initial configuration, specifies only the
proposal value of each process.) The state of a process that
does not complete round k is a special symbol >. The round
k configuration of r is failure-free if all processes complete
round k in r (or there are no initial failures if k = 0).
Given a failure-free round k configuration C (of some
run r), we define rj (C) (1 ≤ j ≤ n) to be a run such that
(1) C is the round k configuration of rj (C); (2) pj does not
enter round k + 1 (i.e., pj crashes at the end of round k );
and (3) GSR(rj (C)) is k + 1. Note that the run rj (C) is
unambiguously defined by these three conditions because,
(1) as A is a full-information algorithm, C completely defines the run until round k , and (2) the message exchange
pattern is completely defined from round k + 1 onward. We
denote by rff (C) a run such that (1) C is the round k configuration of rff (C); (2) no process crashes in rff (C); and
(3) GSR(rff (C)) = k + 1.
We denote by valj (C) the decision value of correct
processes in rj (C). We say that a configuration C is uniFvalent (uni-failure-valent) if for every pair of processes i, j ,
(1 ≤ i, j ≤ n), vali (C) = valj (C). We denote this common
value by val(C). A uniFvalent configuration is 1-Fvalent if
val(C) = 1 and 0-Fvalent otherwise. A configuration that is
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not uniFvalent is called biFvalent. In other words, in a biFvalent configuration, there are two processes pi and pj , such
that vali (C) 6= valj (C). Note that our notion of biFvalency
is more restrictive than the traditional notion of bivalency,
since the latter is satisfied whenever any two extensions of
C lead to different decision values, whereas biFvalency requires that two extensions with a specific structure lead to
different decision values.
Lower bound proof
Our first lemma shows that the environment (adversary) can
cause every algorithm to remain in a biFValent state for an
arbitrary number of rounds. A similar result is proven in [28]
(for bivalent configurations); we give the proof here for completeness.
Lemma 1 Let 3 ≤ n and 1 ≤ t ≤ n − 1. Let A be a
consensus algorithm in the eventually synchronous model.
For every k ≥ 0, there is a failure-free run r in which each
process receives at least n − t messages in each round and
r’s round k configuration is biFvalent.
Proof : We prove the lemma by induction on round number
k.
Base Case: There is a failure-free biFvalent initial configuration. Suppose by contradiction that all initial configurations
are uniFvalent. For 0 ≤ j ≤ n, let Cj be a failure-free initial
configuration in which all processes pl , where 1 ≤ l ≤ j ,
propose 1, and the rest of the processes propose 0. From validity, val(C0 ) = 0 and val(Cn ) = 1. We claim that, for
1 ≤ j ≤ n, val(Cj−1 ) = val(Cj ). To see why, notice that
Cj−1 and Cj differ only in the proposal value of pj , and
hence, no process can distinguish rj (Cj−1 ) from rj (Cj ). So
valj (Cj−1 ) = valj (Cj ), and since Cj−1 and Cj are uniFvalent, val(Cj−1 ) = valj (Cj−1 ) = valj (Cj ) = val(Cj ). It
follows that if val(C0 ) = 0 then val(Cn ) = 0, a contradiction.
Induction Hypothesis: There is a failure-free run r in which
each process receives at least n − t messages in each round
1 . . . k , and r’s round k configuration, C , is biFvalent.
Induction Step: From the induction hypothesis, there is a
failure-free biFvalent round k configuration C . Thus, there
are 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, such that vali (C) = 0 and valj (C) = 1.
Suppose by contradiction that all failure-free round k + 1
configurations, that extend C and in which each process receives at least n − t messages in round k + 1, are uniFvalent.
For the rest of the proof, we will construct round k + 1 in
which each process receives at least n − 1 ≥ n − t messages,
and hence will be uniFvalent by this assumption.
Let the round k + 1 configuration of rff (C) be x-Fvalent
(x ∈ {0, 1}). We show a contradiction assuming x = 1. (The
case x = 0 is similar — in the argument below, we simply
use pj instead of pi .)
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Denote by C 0 the failure-free round k + 1 configuration that extends C by one round in which all messages
sent by pi are lost and no other message is lost. Note that
every process receives n − 1 ≥ n − t messages in this
round. Consider the runs ri (C) and ri (C 0 ). The round k + 1
configuration of ri (C) differs from C 0 only in the state
of process pi . Since pi crashes at the end of round k + 1
in ri (C 0 ), no correct process can distinguish ri (C) from
ri (C 0 ). Thus, vali (C 0 ) = vali (C) = 0. C 0 being uniFvalent, val(C 0 ) = 0.
We now consider a series of round k + 1 configurations,
each of which extends C by one round. Configuration C l
(1 ≤ l ≤ n) extends C by one round in which (1) no process
crashes, and (2) all messages sent by pi in round k + 1 are
lost except those sent to {p1 , ..., pl }. Consider configurations
C l−1 and C l . The two configurations differ only at pl . Thus
no correct process can distinguish run rl (C l−1 ) from rl (C l ).
Thus vall (C l−1 ) = vall (C l ). C l−1 and C l being uniFvalent, val(C l−1 ) = val(C l ). A simple induction over l, along
with our previous observation that val(C 0 ) = 0, gives us
val(C n ) = 0. Observe that configuration C n extends C by
one round such that no process crashes and no message is
lost in round k + 1. That is, C n is the round k + 1 configuration of rff (C). A contradiction to our assumption that the
round k + 1 configuration of rff (C) is 1-Fvalent.
2
The next lemma shows a lower bound of two rounds,
which applies for most values of t. This lemma can also
be shown using a simple modification of the proof of [20].
However, a straightforward modification of the proof of [20]
would require t ≥ 2, whereas our proof holds for t ≥ 1.
Lemma 2 Let 3 ≤ n and 1 ≤ t ≤ n − 2. For every
G ≥ 1, every consensus algorithm has a run r in which
every process receives at least n − t messages in each round,
GSR(r) = G, and some process decides at round GSR(r)+
1 or at a higher round.
Proof : Suppose by contradiction that there exists a consensus algorithm B and some round number G, such that
for every run r of B in which GSR(r) = G, all correct
processes decide by round G.
Consider a failure-free run in which every process receives at least n − t messages in each round, and the run’s
round G − 1 configuration, C , is biFvalent. (From Lemma 1,
such a run exists.) Thus, there are 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n such that
vali (C) = 0 and valj (C) = 1. Observe that from our assumption, by the end of round G, every process distinct from
pi decides 0 in ri (C), every process distinct from pj decides
1 in rj (C), and every process decides by the end of round G
in rff (C). Let x ∈ {0, 1} be the decision value of processes
in rff (C). We show a contradiction assuming x = 1. (The
case x = 0 is symmetric.)
Consider run rff (C 0 ), where C 0 is a failure-free round
G configuration that extends C by one round, such that in
round G, pi receives its own message, all other messages
sent by pi are lost, and no other message is lost. Then
GSR(rff (C 0 )) = G + 1. Let pc be a process distinct from
pi . At the end of round G, pi cannot distinguish rff (C 0 ) from
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rff (C), and pc cannot distinguish rff (C 0 ) from ri (C). Thus,
at the end of round G in rff (C 0 ), pi decides x = 1 and pc
decides 0, violating uniform agreement; a contradiction. 2

We next prove our three-round lower bound for the special case that n = 3 and t = 1.
Lemma 3 Let n = 3 and t = 1. For every G ≥ 1, every consensus algorithm has a run r in which every process receives
at least n − t messages in each round, GSR(r) = G, and
some process decides at round GSR(r) + 2 or at a higher
round.
Proof : Suppose by contradiction that there exists a consensus algorithm A and some round number G, such that
for every run r of A in which GSR(r) = G, all correct
processes decide by round G + 1.
Consider a failure-free run in which every process receives at least n − t messages in each round, and the run’s
round G − 1 configuration, C , is biFvalent. (From Lemma 1,
such a run exists.) Thus, there are 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3 such that
vali (C) = 0 and valj (C) = 1. For convenience of presentation and without loss of generality, we assume that i = 1
and j = 2.
We consider four runs that extend C . (In each run, note
that each process receives at least n − t = 2 messages in
every round — including one from itself.) Rounds G and
G+1 of these runs are depicted in Figure 2. We now describe
them in words.
– Run a is r1 (C). Thus GSR(a) = G, and from our assumption on A, correct processes decide val1 (C) = 0 in
round G + 1.
– Run b is r2 (C). Thus GSR(b) = G, and from our assumption on A, correct processes decide val2 (C) = 1 in
round G + 1.
– Run c is r3 (C1), where the round G+1 configuration C1
is constructed as follows: In round G, the messages from
p1 to {p2 , p3 } are lost (this is depicted by the absence
of any message arrow from p1 to {p2 , p3 } in round G
in Figure 2(c)), and the message from p2 to p1 is lost.
In round G + 1, the messages from p1 to p3 , and from
p3 to {p1 , p2 } are lost. Process p3 cannot distinguish the
round G + 1 configuration of run c (i.e., configuration
C1) from the round G + 1 configuration of run a. To see
why, notice that p3 does not receive any message from p1
in round G and G + 1 of both runs. Furthermore, p2 does
not distinguish a from c at the end of rounds G − 1 and
G, and hence, sends identical messages to p3 in rounds G
and G + 1 of both runs. Therefore, as in run a, p3 decides
0 in round G + 1 in run c. Due to the uniform agreement
property, p1 and p2 eventually decide 0 in run c.
– Run d is r3 (C2), where the round G+1 configuration C2
is constructed as follows: In round G, the message from
p1 to p2 is lost, and the messages from p2 to {p1 , p3 } are
lost. In round G+1, the message from p2 to p3 , and from
p3 to {p1 , p2 } are lost. Notice that p3 cannot distinguish
the round G + 1 configuration of d (i.e., configuration

C2) from the round G + 1 configuration of run b. Therefore, p3 decides 1 at the end of round G + 1 in run d. Due
to the uniform agreement property, p1 and p2 eventually
decide 1 in run d.

Now consider runs c and d. At the end of round G, the
two runs differ only at process p3 (because it receives different sets of messages). Processes p1 and p2 receive the same
set of messages in round G + 1 of runs c and d, and they
do not include a message from p3 . Therefore, the states of
p1 and p2 are the same at the end of round G + 1 in both
runs. Since process p3 does not send any message after round
G + 1 (recall that c is r3 (C1) and d is r3 (C2)), p1 and p2
can never distinguish run c from run d. Therefore, p1 (and
p2 ) must decide the same value in c and d: a contradiction.
2
Finally, we construct a proof for the general case by simulating a single process with a group of processes.
Lemma 4 Let 3 ≤ n and 1 ≤ t ≤ n − 2 and n/3 ≤ t. For
every G ≥ 1, every consensus algorithm has a run r in which
every process receives at least n − t messages in each round,
GSR(r) = G, and some process decides at round GSR(r)+
2 or at a higher round.
Proof : We prove this lemma by simulating three processes
over a system where n ≥ 3 and t ≥ n/3. Divide the set of
processes Π into 3 sets of processes, P1 , P2 , and P3 , each
of size less than or equal to d n3 e. (This is always possible
because 3(d n3 e) ≥ n.) Since t ≥ n/3 and t is an integer, it
follows that t ≥ d n3 e. Therefore, the sets P1 , P2 , and P3 are
each of size less than or equal to t, and hence, in a given run
all the processes in any one of the sets may crash.
We now construct runs corresponding to runs with three
processes. The relationship between a run r0 constructed
in this simulation to the corresponding run r with three
processes is as follows: (1) if pi proposes x (0 or 1) in r,
then every process in Pi proposes x in r0 , (2) if pi crashes
without sending any message in some round k of r, then
every process in Pi crashes without sending any message in
round k of r0 , (3) if pi crashes in some round k of r, then
every process in Pi crashes in round k of r0 , (4) if pi does
not crash in r then no process in Pi crashes in r0 , and (5) for
1 ≤ j ≤ 3, if pi receives a messages from pj in some round
k of r, then every process in Pi receives a message from
every process in Pj in round k of r0 . (Note that in particular,
if pi does not crash at round k , then it receives a message
from itself, and therefore, at round k of r0 , each process in
Pi receives messages from every process in Pi .)
From Lemma 3, every consensus algorithm has a run
r in which every process receives at least n − t messages
in each round, GSR(r) = G, and some process decides at
round GSR(r) + 2 or at a higher round. We simulate r0 from
r as explained above. Since in r, in each round, each process
loses a message from at most one process, in r0 , each process
receives messages from at least n − t processes. Moreover,
GSR(r0 ) = GSR(r). Since processes in Pi decide in r0
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Fig. 2 Rounds G and G + 1 of the four runs of A.

when pi decides in r, we get that in r0 , some process decides
at round GSR(r0 ) + 2 or at a higher round.
2
We conclude with the following theorem:
Theorem 1 Let 3 ≤ n and 1 ≤ t ≤ n − 2. For every G ≥ 1,
(a) every consensus algorithm has a run r in which every
process receives at least n − t messages in each round,
GSR(r) = G, and some process decides at round GSR(r)+
1 or at a higher round.
(b) if t ≥ n/3, then every consensus algorithm has a run
r in which every process receives at least n − t messages
in each round, GSR(r) = G, and some process decides at
round GSR(r) + 2 or at a higher round.
Reliable channels
We now consider a stronger eventually synchronous model.
We extend the proof to a model where channels are reliable,
i.e., all messages from correct processes to correct processes
are eventually received. We now argue that Theorem 1 holds
with this modification. Our discussion is informal.
If all the runs constructed in the above proofs can be constructed in the modified model then the proofs immediately
translate to the modified model. Observe that, the only case
when a run in the above proofs cannot be constructed in the
modified model is when some message from a correct to a
correct process is lost, i.e., the reliable channel property is
violated. (Actually, due to the communication closed round
restriction assumed in the lower bound proof, any message
from a correct process to a correct process, that is not delivered in the same round in which it is sent, will be lost.) We
now show how to transform such a run to satisfy the reliable

channel property, but without adding any new message. Crucial to our transformation is the property of full-information
algorithms that requires any message to contain all lower
round messages from its sender to its destination.
Consider any run r in the above proofs in which some
message m from a correct process pi to another correct
process pj is lost (e.g. run c in Lemma 3). Let m be a round
k message. Recall that, no message from a correct process
to a correct process is lost in round GSR(r) and in higher
rounds. Thus, k < GSR(r). Consider the round GSR(r)
message m0 from pi to pj . Message m0 contains m because
our algorithm is full-information. Thus, on receiving m0 ,
process pj can simulate reception of m in round GSR(r).
Similarly, we can simulate the reception of any other lost
message from a correct process to a correct process, and
thus, satisfy the reliable channel property.

5 A Matching Algorithm for t < n/2
We now present a consensus algorithm, U C1 , for the eventually synchronous model with a majority of correct processes,
i.e., t < n/2. Recall that there is no consensus algorithm in
the eventually synchronous model when t ≥ n/2 [11]. Algorithm U C1 matches the lower bound of Theorem 1(b) as
well as the known lower bound of two rounds in nice runs.

5.1 Algorithm description
Algorithm U C1 is presented in Figure 3. In every round,
each process pi sends its four primary variables to all
processes: (1) the message type msgT ypei initialized to
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at process pi
1: ki ← 0; initialize()
2: while true do
3:
ki ← ki + 1
4:
for j = 1 to n do: send round ki message to pj
5:
receive messages
6:
compute()
7:
8:
9:
10:

procedure initialize()
esti ← proppi
ldi ← pn ; tsi ← 0; msgT ypei ← PREPARE; nextLDi ← pn ; maxT Si ← 0
round 1 message ← (1, msgT ypei , esti , tsi , ldi )

11: procedure compute()
12: if decpi = ⊥ then
13:
nextLDi ← pj where j = Max{w| received a round ki message from pw }
maxT Si ← Max{ts| received a message (ki , ∗, ∗, ts, ∗) }
14:
15:
if received (ki , DECIDE, est0 , ts0 , ∗) then
16:
esti ← est0 ; tsi ← ts0 ; decpi ← esti ; msgT ypei ← DECIDE
17:
else if received (ki , COMMIT, ∗, ∗, ∗) from a majority of processes (including pi ) and ldi then
decpi ← esti ; msgT ypei ← DECIDE
18:
19:
else if (received(ki , ∗, ∗, ∗, ldi ) from a majority of processes) {COMMIT-1}
and (received (ki , ∗, ∗, maxT Si , ldi ) from ldi ) {COMMIT-2}
and (ldi = nextLDi ) then {COMMIT-3}
20:
msgT ypei ← COMMIT; esti ← est received from ldi ; tsi ← ki
21:
else
22:
esti ← any est s.t. received (ki , ∗, est, maxT Si , ∗); tsi ← maxT Si ; msgT ypei ← PREPARE
23:
ldi ← nextLDi
24: round ki + 1 message ← (ki + 1, msgT ypei , esti , tsi , ldi )

{read the proposal value}

{decision}
{decision}

Fig. 3 Algorithm U C1 .
PREPARE, (2) an estimate esti of the decision value, initialized to the proposal value (read from proppi ), (3) the
timestamp tsi of the estimate value, initialized to 0, and
(4) the leader ldi of the current round, initialized to pn . In
the computation sub-round, processes update their primary
variables depending on the messages received in that round,
and possibly decide.

We now briefly explain the purpose of these variable at
process pi . Roughly speaking, the message type indicates
the level of progress a process has made towards reaching
a decision. In the computation sub-round of round k , if pi
sees a possibility of decision in the next round, then it sends
a round k + 1 message with type COMMIT. We then say that
pi commits in round k . Once the process decides, it sends
messages with type DECIDE in all subsequent rounds. Otherwise, the message type is PREPARE.
In the computation sub-round of a round k in which pi
does not decide and has not yet decided, pi adopts one of the
estimate values received in that round. Process pi also adopts
the timestamp received along with the estimate, unless pi
commits in round k , in which case pi updates its timestamp
to k . Thus, the timestamp associated with an estimate value
x simply indicates a round number in which some processes
has committed while adopting estimate x.
The leader of pi at round k ≥ 2 is simply the process
pj with the highest id from which pi received a round k − 1
message. Process pn is the leader at all processes in round 1.
Note that different processes may have different leaders in
the same round.

We now describe the computation sub-round in more detail. Once a process pi decides, it sends a DECIDE message
with the decision value in every round. Otherwise, in round
k , pi updates its primary variables as follows. From the set
of messages received, pi first computes its leader for the
next round (nextLDi ) and the highest timestamp received
(maxT Si ). Then it executes the following four conditional
statements. (A statement is executed only if the conditions
in all the previous statements are false.)
– If pi receives a DECIDE message then it decides on the
received estimate (by writing that estimate in decpi ).
– If pi receives COMMIT messages from a majority of
processes, including itself and its current leader, then pi
decides on its own estimate.
– Let ldi be the leader of pi at round k . Consider the following three conditions on the messages received by
pi : commit-1: received messages from a majority of
processes that say that ldi is their leader at round k ;
commit-2: received a message from ldi that has the highest timestamp (maxT Si ) and has ldi as the leader; and
commit-3: ldi = nextLDi . If all three conditions are satisfied, then pi sets its message type (for the round k + 1
message) to COMMIT, adopts the estimate received from
ldi , say x, and sets its timestamp to the current round
number k . We say that pi commits in round k with estimate x.
– Otherwise, pi adopts the estimate and the timestamp of
the message with the highest timestamp maxT Si , and
sets its message type to PREPARE.
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Finally pi updates its ldi to nextLDi and composes the
message for the next round.
5.2 Correctness of the consensus algorithm U C1
Lemma 5 Until a process decides, its timestamp is nondecreasing.
Proof : If a process pi does not decide in round k , then it
can change its timestamp by adopting either k , or the maximum timestamp (maxT S ) received in messages of round
k , as its new timestamp. Since, pi receives its own message in every round, maxT S is never lower than its current timestamp. Also, a simple induction shows that the
timestamp of a process is always less than or equal to its
round number. Thus when a process updates its timestamp,
the new timestamp value is greater than or equal to the old
value.
2
Lemma 6 For every round k , no two processes commit with
different estimates in round k , and no two processes commit
with different newLDs in round k .
Proof : Consider two processes pi and pj that commit in
round k with estimates esti and estj , and newLD values
newldi and newldj , respectively. Also, in round k , let ld0i be
the leader of pi and ld0j be the leader of and pj . Thus, from
commit-1, each of them has received in round k a majority
of messages that contain ld0i and ld0j as leaders, respectively.
As two majorities intersect, ld0i = ld0j . Furthermore, from
commit-3, newldi = ld0i and newldj = ld0j . So, newldi =
ld0i = ld0j = newldj .
From the algorithm, pi commits with the estimate sent
by ld0i , and pj commits with the estimate sent by ld0j . As
2
ld0i = ld0j , pi and pj commit with same estimate.
Lemma 7 For every round k , all round k messages with
msgT ype = COMMIT have identical estimate values and
identical ld values.
Proof : Immediate from Lemma 6.

2

Lemma 8 If some process sends a message with timestamp
ts > 0 and estimate x then some process commits in round
ts with estimate x.
Proof : If a process pi sends a message with timestamp ts
then pi sets its timestamp to ts in some round. Consider the
lowest round k in which some process pj sets its timestamp
to ts. From the definition of k , pj cannot receive ts from
another process in round k . Thus pj commits with timestamp
ts in round k , and from the algorithm, k = ts.
Also, from the algorithm, if a process adopts a timestamp
from a message, it also adopts the associated estimate.
Therefore, by induction on rounds of the run, we can show
that each estimate is associated with a ts equal to a round
number in which it was committed.
2

Lemma 9 (Uniform Agreement) No two processes decide
differently.
Proof : If no process ever decides then the lemma trivially
holds. Suppose some process decides. Let k be the lowest
round in which some process pi decides. Process pi can decide either (1) by receiving a DECIDE message, or (2) by
receiving a majority of COMMIT messages, including messages from itself and its leader. In case 1, some process has
sent a DECIDE message in round k , and hence, has decided
in a lower round, which contradicts the definition of round
k . We now consider case 2.
Suppose pi decides x in round k . As pi receives a majority of COMMIT messages in round k , and it decides on
the estimate of one of the COMMIT messages (namely, the
one from itself). From Lemma 7, all the COMMIT messages
include the same estimate x and the same leader, say pl .
Thus pi receives (k , COMMIT, x, k − 1, pl ) from a majority of processes, and hence, a majority of process commits
in round k − 1 with estimate x. Let us denote this majority
of processes by Sx .
We claim that if any process commits or decides in round
k 0 ≥ k−1, then it commits with estimate x or decides x. The
claim immediately implies agreement. We prove the claim
by induction on round number k 0 .
Base Case. k 0 = k − 1. As processes in Sx commit x in
round k − 1, from Lemma 6, no process commits with an
estimate different from x in round k − 1. By definition of k ,
no process decides in round k − 1.
Induction Hypothesis. If any process commits or decides in
any round k1 such that k − 1 ≤ k1 ≤ k 0 , then it commits
with estimate x or decides x.
Induction Step. We need to show that if any process commits
or decides in round k 0 + 1, then it commits with estimate x
or decides x. Suppose by contradiction that some process pj
commits with estimate z 6= x in round k 0 + 1. Then pj has
not received any DECIDE message in round k 0 + 1. Also
note that pj commits on the estimate of the round k 0 + 1
message that has the highest timestamp among all messages
received by pj in round k 0 + 1. Let this highest timestamp be
tsM ax. Therefore, some process has sent a round k 0 +1 message with timestamp tsM ax and estimate z . From Lemma 8,
some process commits in round tsM ax with estimate z .
Since the highest timestamp that can be received in
round k 0 + 1 is k 0 , tsM ax ≤ k 0 . Since pj commits in round
k 0 + 1, it has received round k 0 + 1 messages from a majority
of processes, and hence, received round k 0 +1 message from
at least one process in Sx , say pa . Recall that every process
in Sx commits in round k − 1 with estimate x. Thus, pa has
timestamp k − 1 at the end of round k − 1. As pj has not
received any DECIDE message in round k 0 + 1, pa has not
decided by round k 0 . From Lemma 5, the round k 0 + 1 message of pa contains timestamp greater than or equal to k − 1.
Thus, tsM ax ≥ k − 1.
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Thus we have k−1 ≤ tsM ax ≤ k 0 . By the induction hypothesis, every process that commits in round tsM ax commits x 6= z ; a contradiction.
If some process pb decides a value y in round k 0 +1, then
in that round, either some process sends a DECIDE message
with decision value y or pb sends a COMMIT message with
estimate y . By the induction hypothesis, y = x in both cases.
2
Lemma 10 In every run r, all correct processes decide by
round GSR(r) + 2.
Proof : First, observe that in the eventually synchronous
model, every correct process executes an infinite number of
rounds, and in particular, executes round GSR(r) + 2.
We prove the lemma by contradiction. Assume that some
correct process pj does not decide by round GSR(r) + 2
in some run r. If any correct process pi decides by round
GSR(r) + 1, then it sends a DECIDE message in round
GSR(r) + 2, and all correct processes receive that message and decide in round GSR(r) + 2, contradicting our assumption. Therefore, our assumption implies that, no correct
processes decides by round GSR(r) + 1.
Let pl be the correct process with the highest id in r.
Since correct processes receive messages from all correct
processes in all rounds from GSR(r) onward, it follows that
pl is the leader of all correct processes in all rounds from
GSR(r) onward.
Consider round GSR(r). We claim that at the end of
round GSR(r), no process has a higher timestamp than pl .
Suppose by contradiction that some other process pj completes round GSR(r) with a higher timestamp than pl , say
timestamp k 0 . There are three cases depending on when
pj adopts timestamp k 0 : (1) pj adopts timestamp k 0 before round GSR(r), (2) pj adopts timestamp k 0 on receiving a message from some process pm in round GSR(r)
with timestamp k 0 , or (3) pj commits in round GSR(r) and
adopts k 0 = GSR(r) as its timestamp. In the first two cases,
since only correct processes enter round GSR(r), and correct processes receive messages from all correct processes
in round GSR(r), pl receives a message with timestamp k 0
(from pj in the first case, and from pm in the second case)
and adopts a timestamp not smaller than k 0 ; a contradiction.
Consider the third case. We show that pl commits in
round GSR(r). In round GSR(r), as correct processes receive message from all correct processes, every process evaluates nextLD to pl , and evaluates maxT S to the same
timestamp, say ts0 . Since pj commits in round GSR(r),
from condition commit-3, the leader of pj in round GSR(r)
is same as its nextLD, i.e., pl . From condition commit-2,
it follows that pj received a message (GSR(r), ∗, ∗, ts0 ,
pl ) from pl . Thus, pl is its own leader at the beginning of
round GSR(r). Thus, at pl , condition commit-3 holds. As
all correct processes receive the same set of messages in
round GSR(r), and pj and pl have the same leader in round
GSR(r), commit-1 and commit-2 hold also at pl . Thus, pl
commits in round GSR(r), and hence, updates its timestamp
to GSR(r) = k 0 ; a contradiction.
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Let ts00 be the timestamp of pl at the end of round
GSR(r). Consider round GSR(r) + 1. Clearly, pl sends
(GSR(r) + 1, ∗, ∗, ts00 , pl ). Every process on receiving this
message evaluates maxT S to ts00 . At every correct process,
pl is the leader, and nextLD is evaluated to pl . Thus, all
three conditions required to commit hold at every correct
process. As no correct process decides by round GSR(r)+1,
every correct process commits in round GSR(r) + 1. In
the next round, every correct process sends the message
(GSR(r) + 2, COMMIT, ∗, ∗, pl ). In round GSR(r) + 2,
every correct process receives COMMIT messages from a
majority that includes itself and pl , and hence, decides; a
contradiction.
2
Lemma 11 Algorithm U C1 solves consensus.
Proof : From Lemma 10, every correct process decides (termination). Validity holds since estimates are initialized to
the proposal value and can only be set to other estimate values received in messages, and the decision value is one of
the estimates. Uniform agreement is proven in Lemma 9. 2
Theorem 2 There is a consensus algorithm in eventually
synchronous model with t < n/2 such that (a) in every run
r, correct processes decide by round GSR(r) + 2, and (b) in
every nice run r0 , correct processes decide by round 2.
Proof : From Lemma 11, U C1 solves consensus. Part (a) follows from Lemma 10. To see part (b), consider any nice run
r0 of U C1 . In r0 , all processes are correct and receive messages from all processes in every round. Therefore, pn is the
leader at all processes in every round. In round 1, processes
receive PREPARE messages from all processes with leader
set to pn and timestamp set to 0. So processes commit in
round 1, and send COMMIT messages in round 2. On receiving COMMIT messages from all processes, processes decide
in round 2.
2
6 A Matching Algorithm for t < n/3
We now present a consensus algorithm U C2 in the eventually synchronous model assuming t < n/3. The algorithm
matches the lower bound of Theorem 1(a), and hence, also
the lower bound of two rounds in nice runs. U C2 is inspired
by by algorithm Af +2 of [10], which in turn is inspired
by [26]. However, Af +2 and [26] require that processes receive at least n − t messages in every round, and therefore
can have unbounded recovery times (see Section 2). We apply the timestamping scheme of U C1 to obviate this requirement.
Algorithm U C2 is presented in Figure 4. The algorithm
is based on the following simple observation. Suppose t <
n/3, and S is a multiset of n elements where some element
v appears n − t times. Then in any multiset containing n − t
elements from S , v appears at least n−2t times and all other
elements of S appear less than n − 2t times.
We assume that some order is defined on proposal values. In every round, each process pi sends its three primary
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at process pi
1: ki ← 0; initialize()
2: while true do
3:
ki ← ki + 1
4:
for j = 1 to n do: send round ki message to pj
5:
receive messages
6:
compute()
7:
8:
9:
10:

procedure initialize()
esti ← proppi
tsi ← 0; msgT ypei ← PREPARE; maxT Si ← 0; msgSeti ← ∅
round 1 message ← (1, msgT ypei , esti , tsi )

{read the proposal value}

11: procedure compute()
12: if decpi = ⊥ then
13:
if received (ki , DECIDE, est0 , ts0 ) then
14:
esti ← est0 ; tsi ← ts0 ; decpi ← esti ; msgT ypei ← DECIDE
15:
else if received at least n − t round ki messages in round ki then
16:
tsi ← ki
msgSeti ← set of n − t round ki messages received by pi with lowest sender ids
17:
18:
maxT Si ← Max{ts| (ki , ∗, ∗, ts) ∈ msgSeti }
19:
if every message in msgSeti has identical est (say est0 ) and has ts = ki − 1 then
20:
decpi ← est0 ; msgT ypei ← DECIDE
21:
else if there are at least n − 2t messages in msgSeti with identical est (say est00 ) then
22:
esti ← est00
23:
else
24:
esti ← Max {est| (ki , ∗, est, maxT Si ) ∈ msgSeti }
25: round ki + 1 message ← (ki + 1, msgT ypei , esti , tsi )

{decision}

{decision}

Fig. 4 Algorithm U C2 .

variables to all processes: (1) the message type msgT ypei
initialized to PREPARE, (2) an estimate esti of the decision
value, initialized to the proposal value (read from proppi ),
and (3) the timestamp tsi of the estimate value, initialized to
0. In the computation sub-round, pi decides if it receives a
DECIDE message. If pi receives less than n − t messages in
round k then it does not update its variables in that round.
If pi receives at least n − t messages then it updates its
timestamp to the current round number ki and updates other
variables as follows. First, it arranges all messages received
in the round in ascending order of their sender ids, selects
the first n − t messages, and puts them in set msgSeti . If
every message in msgSeti has the same estimate, say est0 ,
and every message in msgSeti has timestamp ki − 1, then
pi decides est0 . If at least n − 2t messages in msgSeti have
the same estimate, say est00 , then pi adopts est00 . Otherwise,
among the estimates received with maximum timestamp, pi
adopts the maximum one (i.e., the order on proposal values
is used in order to break ties). We now prove correctness of
U C2 .
Lemma 12 In every run r, all correct processes decide by
round GSR(r) + 1.
Proof : We prove the lemma by contradiction. Assume
that some correct process pj does not decide by round
GSR(r) + 1 in run r. If any correct process pi decides by
round GSR(r), then it sends a DECIDE message in round
GSR(r) + 1, and all correct processes receive that message and decide in round GSR(r) + 1; contradicting our assumption. Therefore, our assumption implies that no correct
processes decides by round GSR(r).

Consider round GSR(r). Recall that only correct
processes enter the round, and all correct processes receive
messages from all correct processes. It follows that every
correct process receives at least n − t messages, and receives the same set of messages. Since no correct process decides in that round, correct processes update their timestamp
to GSR(r), and compute identical msgSets. Then, either
every correct process receives some estimate at least n − 2t
times and adopts that estimate, or all processes adopt the
maximum estimate with the maximum timestamp. In either case, since processes have identical msgSets, they
update their estimates to the same value. Thus, in round
GSR(r) + 1, processes receive identical estimates from all
correct processes with timestamp GSR(r), and decide; a
contradiction.
2
Lemma 13 (Uniform Agreement) No two processes decide differently.
Proof : If no process ever decides then the lemma trivially
holds. Suppose some process decides. Let k be the lowest round in which some process decides; say pi decides
in round k . Process pi can decide either (1) by receiving a
DECIDE message, or (2) by receiving PREPARE messages
from n − t processes with identical estimate values and with
timestamp k − 1. In case 1, some process has sent a DE CIDE message in round k , and hence, has decided in a lower
round, which contradicts the definition of round k . We now
consider case 2.
Suppose pi decides x in round k . Then in round k − 1,
at least n − t processes update their timestamp to k − 1 and
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their estimate to x. Let this set of at least n − t processes be
Sx .
We claim that if any process updates its estimate or decides in round k 0 ≥ k − 1, then it updates it estimate to x or
decides x. This claim immediately implies agreement. We
prove the claim by induction on round number k 0 .
Base Case. k 0 = k − 1. From the definition of round k , no
process decides in round k − 1. Suppose some process pj
updates its estimate in round k . Then pj has received at least
n−t messages. As t < n/3, at least n−2t of those messages
are from processes in Sx , and hence, contain estimate x, and
less than n−2t messages are from processes not in Sx . Thus
pj updates its estimate to x.
Induction Hypothesis. If any process updates its estimate or
decides in any round k1 such that k − 1 ≤ k1 ≤ k 0 , then it
updates it estimate to x or decides x.
Induction Step. If any process updates its estimate or decides
in round k 0 + 1, then it updates it estimate to x or decides x.
Suppose a process decides y in round k 0 + 1. Then either
(1) some process has decided y in a lower round and sent
a DECIDE message in round k 0 + 1, or (2) at least n − t
processes has updated their estimate to y in round k 0 . In the
first case, from the induction hypothesis and our assumption
that no process decides before round k , it follows that y = x.
Consider the later case. Again from the induction hypothesis
it follows that, by the end of round k 0 , all processes in Sx has
either decided x, retained their estimate x, or has crashed. As
there are at least n − t processes in Sx and two sets of size
n − t intersect, we have y = x.
Now suppose some process pj updates its estimate in
round k 0 + 1. Then pj has received at least n − t messages
in round k 0 + 1. As t < n/3, at least n − 2t of those messages are from processes in Sx , and hence from the induction
hypothesis, contain estimate or decision value x. Also, less
than n − 2t messages are from processes not in Sx , and so,
less than n − 2t messages can contain a value different from
x. Thus pj updates its estimate to x.
2
Lemma 14 Algorithm U C2 solves consensus.
Proof : From Lemma 12, every correct process decides (termination). Validity holds since estimates are initialized to
the proposal value and can only be set to other estimate values received in messages, and the decision value is one of
the estimates. Uniform agreement is proven in lemma 13. 2
Theorem 3 There is a consensus algorithm in eventually
synchronous model with t < n/3 such that, in every run
r, correct processes decide by round GSR(r) + 1.
Proof : Immediate from Lemmas 12 and 14.

2

7 Conclusions
Our work was motivated by the observation that many distributed systems and algorithms implementing state machine

replication operate in two modes: a fast normal mode in stable periods, and a slower recovery mode when recovering
from unstable ones. Furthermore, we observed that in all existing algorithms, the performance difference between the
two modes is substantial: in all previous algorithms we are
aware of, recovery can take up to five rounds, which is three
more than the optimal normal mode. We set out to explore
whether the recovery mode is indeed inherently more costly
than normal mode, and if yes, by how much. Not surprisingly, we have found that if t ≥ n/3, there is an inherent
price for recovery from failures and asynchrony. But somewhat surprisingly, we have shown that this penalty is only
one round. Even more surprisingly, we have shown that if
t < n/3, there is no cost to recovery, which can be as fast as
the normal mode.
Our algorithms were given in the basic round model
of [11]. We note that this model can be trivially simulated
in a system where eventually message delays are bounded
by a known constant D, local computation takes negligible
time, and processes have access to synchronized clocks: in
round k , a process sends round k messages at time (k − 1)D
and delivers all round k messages that are received by time
kD.
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